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YOUR PROGRESSIVE HONE NEWSPAPER FOIL OVER HALF A CENTURY

Murray, Kentucky, Friday

fternoon, July

, Too

Florida Delegate
Sees Possibility
Of Civil War
BIRMINGHAM, Ala., July 16.
'UP—Southern Democrats today
hired a band, prepared standards
grid rlogans and arranged a southwide broadcast to trump up their
fight for states' rights in a rebel
convention here tomorrow
W W. Wright of Jackson. Miss,
arrangements
the
Chairman of
committee, promised that "every
southern state would be represented at the conference."
However, he hinted that the
"unofficial"
might • be
meeting
from the beginning.
He said delegates from the national convention at Philadelphia
aa stopped here "no longer had deleWright would not
gate status"
say what states, other than Alabama and. Mississippi, would be
represented by their party and
what states Would have only 'ob-
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MURRAY POPULATION — 8,000

Southern Democrats
To Hold Rebel
,Rump Convention

8

Sr•e4,

KENTUCKY:. Partly clouctand continue:1 warm today
and tonight with scattered
afternoon or evening thundershOwers_ Saturday partly
cloudy not quite as warm.
----

A

Rape Charge Against
Two Area Yc/i.is
Dismissed loday

to carry the states' rights broadcast, are WWL at New Orleans,
WLAC at Nashville, WGST at Atlanta, WJDX at Jackson, MISS.,
WAPI at Birmingham and WDLP
at Panama City, FlaLionel Baxter of WAPI is 41rangizil the network and he said
he could not tell how many stations would be on it until about
an hour before •broadcast time.

—4

New Oldsmobile 1Robert Beach Held For Grand
Agency To Open lJury Action On Assault Charge
Here Tomorrow I
Inc In Murray for gas and cigar-

-

When good fellows get towhich
gether," was the refrain
echoed through the County Court
,today ag Judge Pink Curd held a
gearing for Buddy Swift auci Robert Beach who were charged with
. ..
rape.

ettes,....finally parking near Lynn
Grove- She testified that Beach
struck her husband. kicked ,him
s
in the face until he ales unconsibusiness is located at the eorner of
cious and left hien lying in the
7ArSkida
:
6 44
;
tea 4.4
Ik•e
ditch. She was then forced „Into
Seventh and Main streets and has
the car, according to her testithe Oldsmobilii agency.
HOME-MADE THREE-WHEELER—Frank Mayes of Fayetteville, Ark., sits at the wheel of
the
lhye wgealswrtahlaiflae‘a.•oerryobfodtah-ehatedstia. mony, and was tagen down
The building was just recently mo
the
It
farmertook
car
shortage.
the
peat
to
car was
the home-made three-wheel car he built
FRANKFORT, Ky., Juay 16—
. I 's new and modern 'good time, but nobody did 'any- road a ways where,. the
finisher'
that here
mechanic 22 months to build the front-wheel-controlled car from used-car parts. He has
Gasoline tax collections duringathe
throughout ale Sanders said that thing wrung but the other fellow. stopped again. She said
reached 55 mph., in trial runs.
first quarter of the Highway Dein iLIdditiOn to handling-the sales, of The chargas of rape were brought she submitted to the desires of
hnhdetii
bRoto
the
Swatttdhoenmgu
partmen t fiscal year totaled $6,884.the Oldsmobile, service and spare by William Bumpus and his wife, both Beach and
Ylourvk htiuosnbatnhdat the y
n tewemp
'
f seIs
sideenatts pirie
b9869, with $107484123 of the
e,hureai
sav
ipbp
teliw
Tihth
osa
eagiula
Rta
ed w
le
e s
and take them
sum earmarked for the departis
ed in Mayfield with the J. A. Mayfield- She claimed to have
ment's new fund for rural and semodern facilities.
been violated once by Swift and
thisi Gentch carnival.
"We are happy to bring
condary roads, it was announced
twice by Beach. and then taken
today.
agency to Murray," Mr. Sanders
At 2:00 o'clock this afternoon
i .
back to Mayfield about 5:00 o'clock
The department said the total
said. "and we will do nu( best to Judge Curd dismissed • the rape
the morning
for the three-month period inr inutuar,
ua
fm
reltvhees..standards we have -set charges against both Beach, and in
ili
servers
On the iwtness stand both Beach
cluded $3.122.954,39 collected before
Swift, potriting out that according
Wright announced that "any cit- the new gasoline tax became efto the laws of the Commonwealth and Swift swore that everybody
CHICAGO, July 16 ilIP)—The
izen of the south is welcome to fective and $3.761, 941 collected at
'the charge of rape could riot be sub- in 'the party had %rime whiskey to
WASHINGTON, July 16. (UPI— Truman swill have a lot to answer
urged'
housethemselves
grocers
attend the convention." He promis- the new rate of seven cents pei- The Fate of President Truman's. for "
stantiated. In regard to another drink, but admiti4d that they had
wives today to stop buying highlittle themselves. Both denivery°tithing
ed that "hundreds ,of Misaissip- gallon In accordance with the tax legislative program for the special
charge of -assault with. a deadly ed
The labor committees, headed priced foods.
weapon with the intent to kill,"
Mrs Bumpus in any
ians' would be here
Increase law, enacted by the 1448 session of congress appeared today i. y
16
.
July
CHICAGO,
(UP)—Proand
A. Taft, R..
The National Association of rebrought by Bumpus against Beach, way whatsoever,
JOhn A. Stewart at Bradenton. General - Assembly, twoaseventha to rest with tour congressional- n Sen. nobert
_
recommended that
Rep- Fred A. Hartley, Jr. R., N. tiocers said that there -Le one duceL
Judge Curd
Fla . defeated in the primary as of the tax collected at the seven - committees.
be..
Beach
Poultry: 23 trucks, the market
Beach be held for investigation by came sick
candidate for delegation to the cent rate. or $1.071,841_23, must te
con- sure way of beating high food
to
ones
first
the
be
will
J.
' iii the back seat of the
slow. White Rock kprings 39.
are the house and
These
released
was
with
He
arrived
'jury.
paying
them."
prices—"stop
grand
the
national convention,
allocated to rural and secondary ate banking committees and the sider the President's renewed ap(alts4"
g
car and teg
asktehcall to stick his
Cheese: Twins 49 to 11, single
on $250.00 bail.
M Kiefer. secretary- daisies 52 to 54, Swiss 60 to 63
Mrs. R
a request to be seated in the rump roads.
head out of the window, At this
house senate labor committees peals for a national health prowitness
first
the
to'
According
convention
manager of the association. blamed
-The funds accruing from the They will handle most of the bills
point Beach said that Bumpus
Eggs: (Browns and whit's mixgram, federal aid to education, and part of the recent wave of price inon the stand this morning, William
slapped him and he slaped Born"If we can avoid a civil war it new tax are being set up in a re- which the President has put on
ed) 22,307 cases, the market weakacbecame
Wile
his'
Rumpus, he and
cons
onaus
esenc
esm
crr
jwumecrs
is a miracle," Stewart said, com- serve, for expenditure next yew," his "must' list, and they have the a higher minimum wage.
er. Extras. 70 to 80 percent A 46 quainted with the two defendants Pus back They then got out of the
rights
I..
larger
Garret
last
civil
WpS- 4o45, 00 to 70 per -feet A 44 to 46.
Highway Commissioner
hit
The Senate passed in•' the
menting on the strong
ear and Bumpus allegedly
power• to kill the measures with-Monday night neap the carnival'lank in hte Democratic platform Withers commented `Not one cent out sending them to the floor for session a bill providing federal tiles today than they had before standards 39 1-2 to 43, current re- grounds. The four of them decided Beach on the back of the neck
grants-in-aid to state for education. the war," she saidasand they seam ceipts 38 1 ,2, cheeks 34 to 34 1-2.
with a hard object. making him
Wright said Gov. Bin Laney of of the total collections on the new debate
to buy some liquor. obtaining half
then admittbut it died in the house Likewise. to prefer luxury foods. Thus far
Arkansas ould "continue" as per- tax basis wit be expended for any
pint of whiskey in Mayfield and, fall to the ground He
committees,
a
banking
the
Facing
fighting with Bumpus and geta Democratic national health they have made little effort to
STOVE EXPLODIsh
manent chatrifian of the meeting purpose his year Necessary planTobey, both
going to Sea Breeze for another ed
W.
Charles
Sen
by
headed
The fire department was called
insurance measure and a Republi- curtail their purchases of these
Laney presided over the recent ning. location and engineering depint where they also purchased a ing the upper hand.
R, N. H. and Rep Jesse P. WalMiss., conference on tails are being orked out in order
can-sponsored aid-to-states health foods and consequently prices of to the home of Hobart Graham on can of beer He said that his wife
48.s-son,
Bumpus had previously testi•
to
proposals
ore
R, Mich,
•
, at
these foods which are in the corner of 5th and Walnut'
that the money may be spent to con.
bill got senate committee consideryard flitiring
didn't touch a drop. He admitted fied that Beach struck him on the
prices and relieve the
rising
halt
to
good
up
untoday'.
are
overall
p.m.
forced
a
short
supply
most
12:10
hired
the
era
accomplish
ation but no floor action
that he became "three-quarters" head with a bottle Mrs. Bumpus
The kitchen was damaged slighty Dixie," Trahic needs will be • consulted housing shortage
On minimum wages, a senate natural levels"
drunk and that his memory was corroborated this testimony.
all
at
palked
of
oil
an
explosion
cemmittees
the
Both
far
space
She advised housewives to take ly from
and a carefully planned inter lockcommittee considered a
clouded in regard to what hapFrank Jamesi an employee of
session labor-sub
in the
stove. The fire was easily extin- pened later in the evening.
aach state ing state-wide program inaugurat- price legislation
Republican proposal to boost the steaks, chops and roasts off their
Dottie's Place. testified that rumpus
Repubitago.
guished.
'es seats ed with the begining of the Con- which ended a month
list
shopping
she
cents
that
60
testified
to
40
from
Bumpus
minimum wage
Mrs
s.
appeared to be the only one drunk
can ledaers charged that Mr. Trio
complete program struction season next year"
drank no liquor or beer, only go- when the party stopped there for
an hour. and a Democratic bill
program
anti inflation
Auditors of the department M- man's
leavready by late, today with
After
ride.
rig along for the
govern. for a 75-cent minimum, plus broadcigarettes. Otho Winchester, atdicated that the greatest propor- meant a new OPA and
the speakers named.
rig the Seas Breeze, the foursome tendant at the Cities Service Staened coverage.
apIt
business
of
control
ment
igs
w
as
income
tax
be
new
won't
the
of
stop'
tion
"I guarantee there
drove around the country,
tion. where the party stopped for
The controversial Taft-Ellendermany dry speeches as in Philadel- reported and depotuted . with the ' peared unlikely that they would
long-range housing bill
gas, denied that he had been ofWagner
the
during
stand
their
the
June.
change,
Star' Trealurer during
phia." he said
in the house
down
bogged
a drink as brought out in the
fered
was
Former Gov. Frank Dixon of last Month of the fiscal quarter. A special session
.when the regular
testimony of Mrs. Burnous
Walcott said he doubts that rules( committee
Alabama will speak for 30 rnM- full calenciari month is allowed
supportPresident Robert Jai man presid- cerely formal
In reviewing the case Judge Curd
come session concluded House
• utes at 7 p.m ICSTI tonight over dealers by the Department °galley- ;"anything constructive can
-Rotary of Murray and Rotarians
ers of this senate-approved bill ed over the meeting of the Murray
said that from all appearances all
STOCKradio stations in Tennessee. Masi- enue in making reports and pay- out of this special session." He
NATIONAL
ST. LOUIS
have profited much by -reason of
said today they will resume their
four were intent on having a "g
ppi, Alabama, Georgia, Louisiana ments on tax for gasoline receive- added that the reasons for high efforts to bring it out of the rules Rotary Club yesterday at the your service and your most inspir- YARDS, Ill, July 16 (UP) (USDA)
time" iind tbat. not much could be
Mr.
nad
out
brought
be
prices
will
ed.
stations
the
the
of
Club House. Most
and Florida Among
ing and stimulating personality.
committee when the regular sesa Woman's
Humwas taken up with a You have seen Murray grow in
salable 4.000: slow; saidfor the character of Mrs
4.700:
Hogs
meeting
/
supporters
House
sion concludes
appreciation, to Mrs. juxtaposition with Rotary and you weights 180 to 240 lbs steady to pus when she would carouse around
of
ceremony
said
bill
of this senate-approved
e morning
Mary Farmer who has just resign-, -have contributed greatly to the strong, spots 25c higher than Thurs- in the early hours of
today they will resume their efnever seen
pianist for the growh of each. Don't stay 'gone' day's average.
Heavier weights with two men she
•as
position
her
ed
forts to bring it out of the rules
'riled out that
club, for twenty four yews. Hall Mary and we beg you to remember about steady. 180 lbs and down, before. lie further
committee by petition.
pe could not be
Hood read a resolution of the mem- that you will always be a member weals to '25c lower; some unsold. her charge of
Rep. Jacob Javtts, R. N. Y. said bership directed to Mrs_ Farmer,
apparin good standing and we love you Sines mostly 25 to 50c lower: spots substantiated 'because there
to
he has more than 70 per cent of and A.. B. Auttin presented her
much" Signed_All Members of off $1 in very uneven trade. Bulk ently had ben no force brought
necessary
the 218 signatures
to with a chest of Community Plate the Rotary Club. George Bell, A. good and choice 180 to 240 lba 29 bear bysthe defendants.
ow
effective
Mrs. Far- B. Austin, Hall Hood, committee. to 29 50; top 29.75; sparingly; 250
iii behalf of the club
Although DDT is the most Orel eimpletely lost. Now insects will sprayed in an effort to destroy in- make the petition
Thence to ever, opponents pointed out that mer expressed her appreciation for
Mrs. Farmer was voted to be an to 270 lbs 28 to 2875: 270 to 300 lbs
tive weapon that science has yet come into any unscreened room or sects before they have e
were ob- the thoughtfulness shown her down
produced for use in the never end- porch not matter how effectively get to the house. The house and some of these signaures
honorary member of the Rotary 26 to 2825. 160 to 170 lbs 28 to 28.50;
effectively tained in the dying days of the through the years.
be
should
130 ti 150 lbs 2550 to 27.7:5; 100 to
porches
ing battle against insects, there are it has been sprayed.
Club.
a supplement to these recent session when it was apparmany erroneous and, wildly exagVisiting Rotarians froin Paris 120 lbs 22.50 to 24.75: sows 450 twin
The resolution follows, in part:
"However, tiny crystals of DDT screehect As
gerited conceptions as to what may have been left fastened to the wall measures the house should be ent that the measure was doomed. -All the members of the club were Clayton Wilson and Herman 21 to 2325: over 450 lbs 110 tO 21:
hill any insects that do They predicted some of the sign- wanted to personally express their Reynolds
stags 17 to 19 s'
be expected of it.
by the adhesive chemical in the sprayedjto
ers would withdraw in the event appreciation of you, and their love
Since this lack of understanding .mixture. These will remain fully. get in.
"All these factors should be un- of an all-out president - versus- for you, but since that would be
of how DDT really Waits is caus- effestive for months and will kill
ing some persons to become disat- any inlidcts that walk over the derstood and carefully considered congress political fight over hous- somewhat difficult, the undersigndecides ing.
isfied with the results of residual sprayed surfaces
This lasting before any , householder
Hardy F. Rogers, 76. died 0.0a
ed committee were delegated the
spraying, the Communicable Dis power to kill for months after it that his spray job, is not as effect
heart attack at 9:00 o'clock yesterMr. Truman served notice he honor ancrprivilege of drafting this
to
it
ease Center submits the following has been applied is the most desir- ive as he-has a right to expect
"'
day forenoon at his' homeast Lynn.
will ask congress to consider short letter, as a partial expression
inspection also
However, when
be
outline of fats in an effort to able charyteristic of DDT.
Grove. He had been '4/for about
bills, extension of soc- of affection from each of us of the
rights
civil
efas
shows that the spray is not
clarify the understanding of those
three weeks.
ial security benefits, funds, for pub- club. The most sincere formality
"It must be remembered that
fective as it should be, the house
iof
concerned.
'Ma wife. Mrs.
Survivors incl
lic power projects and revision of between Rotarians of Murray
As
repellent.
a
not
is
DDT itself
will be resprayed."
charter
"The mixture used is a chemical
a
almost
are
whom you
Jenny Ropers: four daughtersaMrs.
disEuropean
admit
to
law
the
the
of
portion
in_ soon as tele liquid
We are approaching the chase of
compound consisting of three
Lynn -Grove
member) is affectionate informalBryant Murdock.
WASHINGTON July 16 (UP)— zone. And, lie Berlin, it is under
mixture has been evaporated in- the spray season with the work placed persons to this country He
Credients. Water must be added
this is a most informal resMrs. Tony Scherffiug.
1,
route
and
ity,
passed
bill
DP
the
that
four-power
maintains
•
controk
full
two
sects, will come into an unscreened about completed in the rural areas
The United States today sent
to this concentrate before it can
olution, and therefore is most sinon Lynn -Ornve, Mrs. Howard Richsilent
Officials 4 remained
room or porch rio matter how ef- of the 11 counties included in the by congress before it adjounred
- groups of 8-29 bombers. to Eng.
be safely and effectively used on
ardson, Kenaintedn. Md., Mrs Pren"anti-Catholand
heavy bomber whether any of the B-29s will be
has been sprayed Only district. House to house canvass- is "anti-semitit"
it
fectively
its
tripling
land,
surfaces
painted
and
wallpaper
's Beaman, Mugray route 1: two
over sur- ing will continue in Mayfield, Mur- ic."
on the Berlin air supply sun
used
walked
have
when
face
they
the
in
Europe
in
strength
the
making
in
The formula useelli
of Detroit, Clifforce, hosed sons. Quaid Rogers
been ray, FOlton and Paducah until all
present
the
actaially
of
None
have
faces
that
course,
of
BerlinDemocrats,
in
crisis
Southern
deepening
of
of
is
product
the
spray mixture
ford Rogers of Lynn Grove: one
s
Germany.
They
killed.
be
Furstenfeldbruch.
they
at
will
been
sprayed
have
the
against
cities
these
solidly
up
in
lined
residents
were
and
Lynn
careful and extensive research
The is • see announced that
!sister. Mrs. Will Crourh
. for some time in a given an opportunity to get the set-- civil rights proposals See James
tiave been used to fly supplies to
experiment by government tech- may remain
Grove; four brothera. J. S. and Virthe two groups ot 30 superforts
effective!, .vice Persons who have been miss- D. Eastland. D., Miss, said that
power
been
western
has
that
beleaguered
room
the
nicians..
gil Rogers of Lynn Grove, N. A.
each are nuw hriroutes to Brit
io University
they walk on sur- led or who have decided that they anti-poll
zone of the former German capita.‘ and anti-lynching
"The initial effect of spraying treated befOre
Rogers of Murray, C P. Rogers of
bases It said that they will retrain
When
sprayed.
been.
have
that
done
faces
job
spraythe
still want
legislation would be fitibustered
with this mixture is produce& not
Farmington route I: 16 grandchila "sho-: time' and that the °per- tat'
surof
the
sprayed
over
daughter
preswalk
the
do
Treon.
that
they
here
the
Marion
to
Miss
believed
was
it
It
for
request
should make
in the senate if necessary.
by the DDT. but from the liquid
dren and six great-grandchildren.
ation - is part of a long-range flight
the chemical begins to Communicable Disease ,Center, 237
On the Republican side. Sen Mr. and Mrs. Ray Trenn. sr.. 1003 program the Air Fires. has been ence of as malty as 90 of the huge
ingredients of the concentrate, Im- faciai Auld
Mr Rogers was a member of the
wing
aptake
been
has
usually
they
Murray,
them
street.
effect
Poplar
Phone
clisteourbombers might serve a
Farley Place, Paducah, Ky.,
William Jenner. Ind, pledged "full
mediately following the application
Salem Baptist Church at Lynn
tomrb•egrosme time with
ntg hu
Gcitain
ndu
e
o
h
e
t
open
'the
matheand
light
.the
for
in
head
and
instructer
local
--Paducah 4405. 'or their
age new Soviet moves in the Berlin Grove where funeral services were
cooperation to enactment of an all- pointed acting
of the spray an almost total abIf flies can find an exit from. Health Department.
at Ohio University, Athens.
traits.
sence of flies, mosquitoes and other air_
inclusive civil rights program" matics
held at 3:00 o'clock thia afternoon
announceterse
the
them
of
Presidespite
most
or
But
..
porch,
announced
room
The spray, season is almost.com• But he added that the President's effective Sept. 1,
• The Russians have hinted al under the direction of Rev. L. V.
Insects will be noted even in an un- Ow
41-29's
was
the
of
the
flight
Consequently,
the
ment,
ing to a close, with the work almost motives in seeking it at this tittle dent John C. Baker
activity on the air corridor to Henson and -T. T. Crabtree. Burial
screened room or open porch. The will die outside.
dead flies found on the completed in the .rural areas of
A graduate of Murray high school regarded here as another move-lo Berlin. The presence of the B-29'S
Insects have been killed or driven number of
political."
was in the church cemetery.
';purely
ere
a
or
their
unscreened room
strengthen Allied powers in
in 1942. Miss Treon received
Calloway county_ House to house
may persuade them to slow up on . Pallbearers were Alfred Muroff by the liquid constituents of the floor of an
s ,
index to the canvassing will continue in Murbachelor of arts degree from Mur- efforts to break the Russir's that project.
Soon the liquid portion porch is not a reliable
mixture
dock. Earl Scherffius. Graham RogWARHINGT0111. July 16 iUP)— ray State College in 1945 She at- fella blockade.
spray job. • . ray until all residents have been
of the mixture will evaporate. Un- effectiveness of the
it was pointed out here, also, ers, Ray Rogers, Billy Rogers, Hartoday-threatDemocrat
dissident
VniversitylNorthwestern
tended
"DDT spraying should not be given an opportunityi to take adtil this happens the spray has.a reAnd the announcement came as that no European country. includ- ry Lee Potts, James Harris and
ened to move to adjourn the special two summers and taught mathepellent effect, and but few if any used as a substitute for other estab- vantage of the service. Persons
western powc• a were studying the ing Russian. !caw the B-29's !n ac- Herbert Hughes. Honorary pallscam
as
almost
session of Congress
matics at Murray State during the
insects will come into even an un- lished methods of sanitation and who have been missed or who have
The fought bearers were E. E. Douglas, Guy
possibility that Russia may soon tion in World War
Miss Treon gradschool year
Breeding places decided that they would like to as it begins.
screened porch that hat been ef- insect control.
the stravation blockade of cnly in the Pacific.
Rudd, Tom Crouch, Howey Ford,
extend
of the uated from college with high dis•
one
Johnston.
Olin
D
Sen
may
call
done.
job
frequent
by
spray
eliminated
the
be
have
should
fectively sprayed.
Berlin to Vienna,, Austria
The B-29's are armed with heavy Tom Murdock and Baus Howard
Alpha
of
opposiDemocratic
tilember
the
a
is
of
and
leaderstinction
phone
office.
and
garbage
Health
County
manure,
the
of
removal
the
of
"When the liquid portion
The Max Churchill funeral home
The Austrian capital./ Berliimachineguns, but are not carrying
civil Psi Omega. honorary dramatics
spray has been completely evapo- other wastes from the premises 330, to make arrangements tot a tion to President Truman's
was in charge of arrangements..
occupie• bombs on the flighteto Europe.
in the Rutile
deep
is
the
fraternity.
threat.
made
program
rights
be
spray
date.
should
rated the repellent effect is also Barns and outbuildings
The J T. Hale Motor Sales will

STATE GAS TAX
COLLECTIONS TOTAL
NEARLY 7 MILLION

open

tomorrow, according to A.
cook Sanders., manager. The new
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ES URGED
Four Committees Control HOUSEWIV
TO•STOP BUYING
Fate OfTruman's Program IIIGH-PRICII FOOD
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Rotary Pianist Honored
By Members Of Club

LIVESTOCK

Murray Residents Can Still Take
• Advantage Of DDT Spraying

U.S. Moves Two11-29
Groups To -Europe

HARDY ROGERS
DIES THURSDAY
OF HEART ATTACK

•

Marion Treon To
Teach Math At
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THE LEDGER & TIMES

Trams, mmutAx„FENTUCKY

REMEMBER21

PUBLISHED BY THE CALLOWAY PUBLISHING COMPANY
Consolidation of The Murray Ledger, The Calloway Times, and The a---e-elmes-Herald, October 20, 1928, and the West Kentuckian Janu '17. 1943

*y B. W.

W.YERCY WILLIAMS. PUBLISHER
JAMES C. WILLIAMS, GENERAL MANAGER

When the firs; talking pictures
were exhibited in Murray. The
Published afternoons except Sunday at 103 Nett% 4th Si.. Murray. KY. "C4itone" system was. used then,
andSeven acts of singing arid talkEntered atathe--Post Office, Murray. Kentucky, for transmission as
ing vaudeville were, used on the
11. MIT
HAZEL ('IRCUrr NIETHODIST WEST FORK BAPTIST CHURCH
Second Class Matter
openine might-October . 31,
Selt1111 Ilk 4. 5
CHURCH
E. H. Semers, Pastor
Aftornoon
pries
were
15
ond
25e.
11464*OTION
0Ikk \ ; ra.11:10 n O.
SUBSCRIPTION RATES: By Carrier in Murray, per week 15c, per
C. L. Page, Pastor
and
50:
And
the
'sound'
night,
25
month, 65c. In Calloway and adjoining counties, per year, $3 50, elseSunday school each Sunday at
soirtded funny, if you remember
where 65 5010 o'clock.
South Pleasant Greee
that date, at the•Capitol theatre.
Preaching services each Sunday
NATIONAL REPRESENTATIVE.' WALLACE WICMEIt CO.. 903 Stericle
Sunday School at 10:00 alia. B.
• •
at 11 o'clock and each second and
Building. Memphis, Tenn.; 250 Park Ave., New York; 307 N. Michigan
Lesson for Jul!, 18, 1948
L. Cooper, superintendent.
Does this sound strange to you.
Ave, Chicago; 80 Boylston St., Boston.
Worship Service at 11.00 a.th., fourth Sunday nights at 7:30.
an event of years a-go: "Rev.. W. L
Training Union each Sunday
hair-rinsing Of IF we are to understand Ruth first and third Sundays.
Ensor 'wen a
THE KENTUCKY PRESS ASSOCIATION
and night at 6:30.
fatih `rem E. E. Langston on the I cherished heroine of the book ' Evening services second
Prayer service each Wednesday
We reserve the right to reject any 'Advertising. Letters to the Editor Murray Golf :rid Country Club bearing her name, we must know fourth Sundays.
er Public Voice items which in our opinion are not for the best interest
night at 7 o'clock,
Naomi. her mother.' Youth fellowship, 6:30 p.m
MO:IC:Ay .Iftornoon to win.
Links
at our readers.
Hazel Chalice
in-law - woman of I
the handicap tournament sponsored
LOCUST GROVE BAPTIST
faith in God and sue I Sunday School at 10:00 am. Buby the club. Much inteuest was
Friday Afternoon, July 16, 1948
CHURCH
passing patience and ford Hurt, superintendent.
shown in Iho tournament ...bout 40
.1. H. Miller, Pastor
sacrifice in service ! Morning worship service at 11:00
players taking part- A club chamPreaching services second and
to her day and gen- 1 o'clock . second and fourth Sunpionship tournament, evhich will
eration.
day, and
evening service 7:00 fourth Sunday at 11 a.m. and 8
be played from szratek. will be
P.m.
/t is the Book of o'clock.
Since Prgifieitt Truman. has seen fit to wreck the held this fall Brooks Starr, proSunday school each Sunday at to
Ruth which we have second and fourth Sundays.
Democratic Party over his so-called -civil sights program" fessional of the course. said." But
a.m. under the direction of John
for Sunday's lessons,
Masons Chapel
we winder what good it will do for the minority race on 'was it?
with Psalms a:6-9
Sunday School at 10:00 a.m., tits Lassiter, superintendent.
• *
e behalf he sponsored it in the first place.
B. T. U. meets each Sunday at
as the devotional third and fourth Sundays, and at
When. Jam's Bowman,. star footThe party has included the program in the platform
reading The golden 2:00 pm. second Sunday. Brooks 7 p.m.. Harold Houston, director.
Murray
State
wedball PlaYer of
W.M.S., Mrs. Rupert Lassiter,
Dr. Newion text, -Thy people Underwood, superintendent.
r 1948, which means that if Truman is elected he will
was employed.
ded. ioaduated
shall be my people,
Morning worship service at 10:00 president - Thursday afternoon
o everything he can to have it enacted into law.
:all ;he same day" ACM Aug.*25. 1931
rnd thy God My Gcd." Ruth 1:111: o'clock second and fourth Sunday. after second Sunday.
;
Ant:tit-it is enacted into law will .it bring an overnight Jame: had newt: no degree, no
• • •
jcb. On: Aug. 26. he married,- reghange -in relationships in the s
- outh? ELM Gaon BAPTIST CHURCH
IN SEARCH OF !MEAD
UNION GROVE CHURCH
.
Will southern employers-sUddenly begin hiringipeople e•ived his degree an claccepted
Leslie Gilbert, Pastor
AMINE in Judah, where T limeOF
CHRIST
Obioh,
. at
Tenn.. high
teaching job
iunclay School
lech and his wife, Naomi. and
10 A.M.
Will
for given tasks regardless of race, color or creed?
Bro. Connie Wyatt
James Chaney, Superintenuent
their sons, Mahlon and Chtlion,
.
Kegregation suddenly end in the south 9
city. county
• sine: He and family are happily dwelt, drove them to Moab, in
Morning Worship
11 AM.
Preaching services each first and
and state election machinery be geared to a federal pat- located in Owensboro.
search of bread. Elimelech died, third
Training Union
_ 7:00 P.M.
Sunday at 11 a.m.
••
‘rn,. and will political machine rule end?
women
Mancil Vinson. Director
and the sons married young
Sunday School each Lord's Day
When J R Oury opeolted a min- 0...Moab. Ruth and Orpah.
It was interesting to--read in one of yesterday's-paAnd
Evening Worship
8:00 P.M.
at 10 a.m.
properay
If
ce.urse
on
the
pers about appropriations fOrschools in Birmingham. Ala- iature
then the sons died. Naomi, feeling
Wednesday Evening Prayer
SUGAR casia OlURCH
Just • East of tire Hutchens that she must not longer remain
Service
bamr where' the population is 41 per cent Negro. The
8:00 P.M.
Baron RIcherson, Paster
bar
‘becuo stand. West' Main street. in Moab, announced her intention to
W.bc U. Meeting Third
qounty and city is already alloting - 43 per celt of the
••
return to her native land, and bade
, Wednesday
7:00 P.M.
funds for Negro schools. How much more should
Preaching every Sunday mornThe Times-Wrald 'and the Mur- Ruth and Orpah farewell. In one
and each Fourth Wednesday
•
it'appropriate?
ray Ledger merged twen - Y - years brief decade Naomi had lost bus. ing at 11:00 o'clock and on SunAfternoon
2
•
The truth about the race problem in the -.south is that Ago and several ,of the primers band and'sons. and now she longed day night at 7:30 o'clock.
Bratherhood Meeting first and
Albert
the,,Ledger
&
Times
Cunningham
with
is
who
are
superinfor home.
is econornic. not social or political. The 'Overage Negro
third Wednesday ------7 P.M.
tendent of Sunday Schocl held
• • •
-today, we find -were with them at
Business Women's Circle first
simply doesn't get enough income to enjoy .the..same stanevery
Sunday
at
10
o'clock.
the time of the merger.
“INTREAT ME NOT TO LEAVE
and third Wednesday __ 7 P.M.
dard of living as the white man. If he did there woubrbe
B.T.U. every bunaay nignf at
• •
•
RA's, GA's, and Sunbeam
ito race problem.
6.30,
Ben
Hopkins director, and Remember' When the E...J. Beale niEE
RPAH accepted Naomi's sugBand first and third
;
And whose fault is it that the southern Negro does Motor Co were tickled to sell -you
gestion. and turned away to preaching following B. T. U.
Wednesday
T P.M.
Prpyer meeting every Wednesday
iot -earn the same wages and salaries as White,people? Is a genua;e Ford 13 plate battery her own people:, but not so with
COME AND WORSHIP
night
at
7:00
install
it
free.
o'clock.
e8.00..and
for
could
She
Naomi.
loved
She
employers
Ruth.
employers?.
Do
white.
southern
the fault of
WITH US
a •
W.M.S. meets on Thursday at
not give her up. Naomi had done
Ray less -wages. for instance, to a Negro laborer than,they
-When the Majesti.2 raceo• was something for Ruth in those years 1 30 p.m. Ater the first and third
SINKING SPRING BAPTIST
white laborer doing the same work?. If they do sold in Murray by Mrs Roe Kinzer,
pay te
Sunday each month.
of sorrow and lose.
CHUlacil
the pretiCe should-be stopped, but we don't think this is special representative, residing on
-Intreat me not to leave thee. or
M. M. Hampton, pastor
Her elace of .to return from follOwing after thee;
the c se.
South 8th street
MURRAY CIRCurr
10:00 a.m. Sunday School, James
R. F. Blankenship. pastor
It has been our observation that Negro workers get dimonstration Was at the H. D. for whither thou .goest, I will go,
Key, superintendent.
And.
Ronald
will
drugstore.
lodgest,
I
Thanton
thou
where
and
wages in line-with those of white workersdoing the same
11:00 am. Preaching Service
furethe-Croar
my
peoFirst
...agemt
shall
be
Churchill__was
people
:lodge.
Thy
Sunday-Gosheh
11
6:1111 -p.m. B.TU. L. D. Warm.
kind of work. The difference comes about because of the
Lynn Grove 7 pm.
ley- radio, ranging in price frotis ple, and thy God my God. Where
director.
•
kind of work they do which means,cif course, that Negros
12,,rs tr -one hundred thou diest. I will die, and there
Second Sunday-Martins_ Chapel
7:0(t p.m. Preachbig Soak,
must be better educated andThiiiéd in orWF-1-6. ea
Lord-do so tia me.
lI an'.: New Hope 3 p.m.; Suland fifteen
rbehriiied.
The
•
S.
higher wages. And we believe the south is exerting itself
phur Springs 7 p.m.
and more also, If ought but death
KIRKSEY CIRCUIT
M. Per- part thee and me.Third Sunday-Lynr. Grove I/ a.ni.
to giv.e them such educ tion and training.
V. B. Dunn
Ruth
words,
With these sublime
Goshen 7 p.m.
%If west and north seem -to either due oxid .Bor.:4 Garrison operated
Democrat.'of the
;es'in National lashed herself to Naomi, and to- :Fourth Sunday-Sulphur Springs
taxi,
wi
-350"
.country
rest
of
the
the
fact
that
forget. or to ignore. th
First Sunday-Kimsey 11 a.m.:
10 a.m.: New Hope 11 aan.: Margether they started on the long trek
Cole's Camp Ground 3 p.m.; Mt
'has not helped the
to Bethlehem.
tin's Chapel 3 pm.
• •
civil war there was n relief program for Negroes. nor
There is Church School at each of Hebron 7:30 p.m.
411,..an
f reorganizat...a and r1P05
Second Sunday-Coldwater 11
CONQUERS
any Marsh 11 recovagt_sprogram for the filewas
these churches, at 10 a.m. every
of od1i2eisa' T. B. Smith. atoghway
a.m.; Mt. Carmel 7:30 P.m.
witness conquering
ERE
we
south;
Sunday.
'
feated white people of the
department lately director ,teld the
_Third Sunday-MR. Hebron 11
faith-conquering faith its the
There is no-magic in passing laws such as those ad- group.
a.m.; Kirksey 7:30 p.m.
Ruth. And they
ond
Naomi
hearts
of
HAMM
CIRCUIT
civil
his
The tafety organization was formvocated by President Truman. The only result
Fourth Sunday--Mt. Citamel 11
come to Bethlehem. It was the bar.
Ladle C. Lee, Pastor
rights program will have is to bring about his defeat;and- c-ci- without "ptavision for operating vest season, and Naomi directed
a.m.; Cole's Camp Ground 3 pm,
funds. Hill estimated a workingwith it the defeat of the DemocratiCptarty. And we'fai
Ruth to glean in the field of Boaz.
First Sunday:
Palestine, 11:00 COldwater 7.30 p.m.
organize-a:on would need an. annual
•
There is Church School at each
a wealthy and generous-hearted s.m ; Hardin. 7 p.m.
to see how. he can justify such a sacrifice.
expenditure of at least $25000 to
Second Sunday: Olive, 11:00 a.m.; of these churches at 10 a.m. every
It is impossible to foresee. the future, of course, but $501100 now and an eventual in- citizen of Bethlehem. Faith in acSunday. Your attendance is aption! And the world loves the story Union Ridge, 3:00 p.m.
the destruction of the Democratic)" administration becatise erase in state expenditures of "one
of Ruth becoming the wife of Boaz,
Third Sunday, at Hardin 11:00 preciated.
,
of the race problem may end the one party system in the or two" million dollars.
and thus the mother of Obed. the
-Tha, promise int' profit tram this gratidfather of David the king am cm; Palestine, 3 p.m.
south. And that may really be a blessing in disguise.
ALMO CHURCH Or CHRIST
Fourth Sunday: Dexter, 10.00
•
the
seeautlay."
he
added.
-is
has
south
As a Birmingham editor said yesterday the
the ancestral line of Jesus Chr:st, am. and Union Ridge, 11:15 am,
biannual
at
least
$6.000.090
ing
of
the King of kings.
been on the defensive at every Democratic convention
Bro. 'J. H. Brinn
Fifth Sunday: Dexter, 11 a.m.
cconornie..- l's from traffic acciAnd Naomi, through her conquerSunday Schoel each Sunday at
since the Civil War and it doesn't like it. Adoption of the dents:**
Everyone is Invited.
arms
the
little
held
in
her
ing
faith,
9:45 a.m, except second Sunday at
Your attendance is aooreciated.
civil rights plank in the 1948 platform breaks every posHall presanted a National Safety. baby, Obed, and dreamed of God's
.1 p.m.
the
sible link in the chain that has held the solid south
Cauncil survey of 1947 Kentucky unfolding purposes tø bless the
Preaching services every second
CHERRY CORK,* BAPTIST
party line.. It formerly lost the so-called "state's right" traffic aceidenu which Showed 5r1 world.
Sunday at 2:30 p.m.
CliVRCH
In this unsurpassed marinee we
platform plank and the two.thirdS rule for noniination of highway death: in the state last
John L Ryberg, Paolo,
year. or .10 4 deaths per hundred witness faith in adversity, faith in
candidates.
LAKEVIEW COMMUNITY
Norman Culpepper,
_a-vehicle
miles.
The
19411
faith
milTst
conduct,
association,
faith
in
;
CHURCH
Sunday- School Superintendent
total was 704 deaths or 14.3 per in claim, faith in confidence, and
R. g Shelton,
vehicle Miles.
-hundred
.faith in a glorious climax.
The Sunday School at Lakeview
Training Union Director
.-Kentueky Las matIe some pro• • •
Mrs. Lon Outland, WMU President Community Church meets each
gress in highway safety.- Hill ssfid. WHEN FAITH CONQUERS
Sunday at 2:40 p.m.
Sunilay
"hut a lot more could be• done if
LIE is always ennobled when Sunday School
10:00 a.m. PIZASANT VALLEY CHURCH
a
safety
orthe
stafftad
forceful
LN.rh Hail. LIC.t.. representative tor
faitn conquers. It is easy to
- K'. Jul. 14.FRANKFOR
OF CHRIST
11:00 a.m.
ganization with both government Imagine how history might have Morning Worship
State highway, police and...avenue:I Abe. Calif:CIL called. for revitalizaTraining Union
Bobby Ov.en. Minister
7:00 p.m.
• missed this beautiful love stor:,,
- _backing."
ahd path,
.
:
Evening Worship
8:00 jam.
officials today • rtc.rd a National tion of the -safety ore4ni2tion
The council's report listed the had not Naomi been a woman of
•
Sunday School each Lord's Day
Wednesday
Safety Council spokesman trio-, re- forreed at a atote-vade•safety con- weak spots of Kentucky's 1947 traf- conquering faith. She might have
8:00 p.m. at 10 a m.
activation of the Kentucky Traffic- ference it. Louisvill.: in. June. 1947. fic safety program as legislation. given up and over to her great Prayer Meeting
Preaching services first Sunday
Saturday
'Tiles step /has been ape.i.-ed bj! school safety training, •public inforSalo)
, Organization as the reakt
sorrow, and pined away in grief
RA Chapter Meeting
_ _ 7:30 pm. of each month at 11 a.m.
effective means of reducing slaugh-1 Gov Earle C Clements and a meet- mat)itn. slate safety organization and defeat.
i ing will be c,lied soon for the pur- and. participation of cities in nater on the . highways.
But Naomi folliiwed the gleam.
inal traffic safety contests.
And her trust in God shed its guns
Regarding legisa von. tile COUh- tle glow into the lonely heart of the
Direct Route Kentucky to Michigan
'cif - recommended a statute regalia- Moabite widow, Ruth. Ruth clave
Fastest Thne-Thru Buses — Shortest Route
belie - signs and sig. unto Naomi. She could not do otherbig uniform.
Seals
Reserved
- Radio for Your Pleasure - Pillow Service
All
nais. that the' State Highway pe- wise. -Truth is stranger than fie;
Daily Schedule - Lv Murray .11:00 am., Ar. Detroit 5:45 a.m.
hoes,"
zone
partment be given power to
Fare $19.05. without tax - Make Seat Reservations Early
And all history was enriched. It
highways -for . speed and a kande
For Information Call
conquers.
so
when
faith
is
ever
permittint, deo of theme:al tests-for
Murray Bus Terminal
Paducah Bus Terminal
case:
intoxicatath as evidence in court. Thos the Poet states the
Phone 456
Pleine 604
miterioei seem
"retommendatic.ni . Called 'Grit wore:
for eifety training for' sehiint-abus
flit wonders to pertora.,
drivers. a more stringent pelley
lie',hoar hit footsteps as the les.
discretiony susAsa rider apical the storm."
• • •
pensions elnd revotertions of- Heenan
eirivers having bad records, an. (Copyrigly by the Int•rnational Council
Si Itehriltsal Education on ballot! of 40
neer-eased. leather -of state police Protestant donorninations. Rel•ound by
araffic petrel and en- .INNU Features
assiginel
forcement dulties..and a _review ,of
the stanch:lei proteddietis for MI
examination*. tq, applicants for
91 Murray
.
ml
i
I canniest concbive that God could
•
make such a species as the human
- ,ar•
la S. Ranks Fourthrriereiy to live and die on thisastarth
The. U. S. 'for all that is con- If I did not believe in a future state,
be open
The Tax Commissioner's office will
surned.,niore meat lait year than I should believe In -no God.
from July 1st until September 1st for the, purpose
other years, Is. still riot'the high-John Adams.
of taking the 1948 assessnient on all property inest meat- eating country In. .1947.
cluding Real Estate, Automobiles, Trucks, Trac• 3
New Zealanders ate A 262 pounds
Where there is no faith, there can
tors, and all other personal property — for Stith%
per. capita; Argentina. 235 pounds. he no endeavor
County and School Taxes.
Australia, 196 pounds, and the
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Naomi, Woman Of Faith
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- -Nowrit PLEASANT GROVE
CUMBERLAND PRESBYTERIAN
. CHURCH
to. Ben Irby, Pastor

waxN Flinn

OWENS CHAPEL BAPTIST
Leon Winchester. Pastor
Preaching services nrst and third
Ounday at 11 a.m. and 7 p.m.
Sunday School each Sunday at
10 a.m.

Sunday School, 10 a.m
Worship Service, 11 a.m.
C.YY., 6:30 pin.
Worship Service, 7:15 p.m.
•

SPRING CREEK BAPTIST
CHURCH
•
J. II. Thurman, Pastor

COLDWATER CHURCH OF
CHRIST
John rinn. Minister
Church school each. Lord's day
on first, second and third.Sunday
at 10 a.m., and fourth Sunday at
1:30 p.m.
Preaching service on fourth Sun
day -at 2:30 p.m.
4

0,

•

•

First Sunday, 10:00 a.m. Sunday
School, Morgan Cunningham, Suer
perintendent. Preaching at 11:00
a.m. and Saturday before at 7:30
p.m.

ALMO CIRCUIT
Bryan Bishop, Pastor

Temple Hill
Worship Service 11:00 o'clock
on first and ffeerth Sundays.
Evening service on third Sunday,
7 o'clock; Church School each Sunday at 10 o'clock. Youth Fellowship each Sunday evening, 6:30.
Prayer Meeting each Thursday e 'ening 7 o'clock.
Russells Chapel
Worship Service 11 o'clock each
second Sunday and 7 o'clock each
fourth Sunday evening. Stewardeach
ship Fellowship meeting
Thursday (before the second Sunday) evening 6:30.
Bethel
Worship 2:45 eectacit each fourth
Sunday ands 7 o'clock each second
Sum.'v. Church School each Sunday 11 o'clock. Prayer meeting
each Wednesday evening 7 o'clock.
Brooks Chapel
Worship 11 o'clock each third
Sunday. Church School 10 o'clock.
Independence
Worship service 2:30 o'clock each
first Sunday.
HAZEL BAPTIST CHURCH
H. F. Paschall, Pastor
Pant Daily, Sunday School Superintendent
GCEP Orr Miller, T. U. Director
Mrs Grace Wilson, W.M.U. Pres.
Morning
Sunday School, 9:45 a.m.
Morning Worship each Sunday,
11:00 a.m.
evening
Training Union each Sunday 6-00
p.m.
Event-riga-Service 7:15 pm.
Prayer Meeting Wednesday 7:00
p
W.M.U., GA.. Sunbeams meet on
Tuesday following Second and
Fourth Sunday.
Y.W.A meet Monday, 7:30 pm..
following First and Third Sundays.

6
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0

4

JACKPOT - A few weeks
ago Pat, Theriault, 30, was
a Bristol, Conn., factory
worker. Today he is a member. of the Horace Heidt
orchestra at a salary of
$100,000 for seven years. He
was discovered in a talenthunt quest.
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Reactivation of Kentucky Traffic
Safety Group Urged To Save Lives

••`r

BROOKS BUS LINE

NOTICE

Faith

S -was,foortkwith f56 pbunds.
The 'people ot
at-the least
'26-15biends of meat- -oer ,person.

HONORING JIN OLD I 1:ILNO-Lider ataletnian U.eard •
Baruch. In London on a brief visit, places a 'r ,th of lilies
on the Franklin 13. Roosevelt Mqtiorlal Ia PrO5V...1..)1 Sentare.
Mr. Baruch ha teen an advlaer
ee U S Presidents.
•

Believe In Life

o believe In immortality is one
It- is first needful tohedaLEGAN.T.rAZINIESS
m life.-Stevenson.
I Don't forget the elegant laziis the lighsesl secret 'it vicness of the told meat platter on tory and peace? To will what GO
hot. evenings. Place an., assort- wills, and strike a league with
me tts. destiny.-- W. R. Alger.
, merit of
readydo-serve
'
varied breads and several condiments on a tray.. Let th tersely
READ THE CLASSSTIEDIR
fall to on their own
•

T.the Citizens
Calloway County

Want The . FINEST ?
Hendon's Servi& -Station has gone,
all-out to give you serVice' tItat's
faster, finer — modern facilities and
time-proved products.

Re

and

The law says (K.R.S.-132-220) thet you MUST
LIST YOUR PROPERTY BETWEEN JULY 1st
AND SEPTEMBER 1st.

TEXA6 OIL AND GAS
TIRES : BATTERIES
Come in today. You'll see why our kind
of service makes and keeps •
friends

Please list at your earliest convenience.

CLAUDE ANDERSON
Tax Commissioner Calloway County

ON SERVICE STATION
200 North Fourth

Phone

•

1

4p.

_...,..seretreastererreararrraar-korre-riesesaterk
•
.S

t.

411

,.•
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or of her mother Mrs. Neva Pas"ordnance", Journal of the Amerchall and other relatives.
ican ordinance association.
Mr. Tommie Strader was ,carried
Rev. and Mrs. J. H. Thurman,
ta Memphis, Tenn., last week for
Mrs Amanda White. Mr. and Mrs.
PLANK LAMB CHOPS
treatment.
Hall Hicks. Mr. and Mrs. R. H.
Mr. Laurn Paschall was Carried
Ever wonder about "planked"
Falwell and Dr. and Mrs. Hugh Mcto the hospital last-week for treat'
Elrath of Murray attended the BapUse a chopping board to
meats!'
mint.
UP'—A
Washington. July 14
tist meeting sonie last week.
Mr. and Mrs. Sam
Navy expert warned today ,that find out about them for yourselL
Dr. lurid Mrs. Jones of Lynn Mr. and Mrs. T. P. Turnbow and
nearly all U. S. industrial cities Broil lamb chops until almost done,
Grove were in Hazel last week son Johnnie of 'Mayfield were
Underwater then place on a board with cooked
to
are
vulnerable
several nights and attended ser- Hazel, visitost Sunday afternoon.
a "lingering radioactivity" not ob- vegetable. Pipe a border of Duvices at the Baptist church.
A large crowd from Paris, Mur- sorbed in air bursts,
chess potatoes I slashed potatoes inMrs. Berdie Pressiner of Paris, ray and tiroughout the county atWeimer E. Strope, Naval archi- to which beaten egg yolk has been
Tenn.. visited Mrs. D. N. White and tended the St. John funeral sertect in ahe bureau of ships. deplor- mixed) aroun dthe edge. Return
Mrs. H. I. Neely a few days last vices.
ed the "unfortunate" fact that to broiler until potatoes are brown,.
week.
Miss Mavis Miller of Paris. Tenn.,
much atomic age defense thinking chops done.
Mr. and Mrs. Evard Holified and attended the ,funeral services of
is based on results of the air bursts
daughter Anna
May of Detroit. David St. John who was returned
csaa- Heroshima and Nagasaki.
spent several days in Hazel visit- here from overseas for but ial.
He cited instead the underwater
ing their relatives and friends.
Mr. Edd Chilentle of•-rriiiK is
Mrs. Sallie St. John of Murray visiting in the home of Mr's.' W. A. test at Bikini which, he said, show.:e.ssito ed how whole industrial areas
was in Hazel Sunday afternoon to Cottum and daughters Miss .
visit relatives.
Lue and Sallie Green, also Mr. and colud be covered with radioactive
decontamination
making
rain,
Mrs. Grace Hicks of Bruceton Mrs. Alro Oliver.
Mrs. Della Lynn of near Piducah 'slow, costly and only partially
was here a few weeks ago visiting
istsPending the week with her sis- successful." In such cases, he said,
relatives.
restoration of production would
Mts. Berdine Burchett of Indiana ter Mrs. Ida Lynn.
Mrs. Pearl Jackson of. Paris was be "a very slow if not impossible
is in Hazel visiting Miss Ruby }YakSunday guest ,of her sgter,,,Mr's. ,task."
ley.
Eppie Jones.
Strope set forth his views in
Mrs. Gaynell Craig Kelso returnJames M. Overcast of Oxford.
ed home last week from the MurMiss., visited his aunts last weekray Hospital with her son who was
end.
born there a few days ago.
Mr. and Mrs. D. K. White were
Miss Ethel May, Paschall of Edin Owensboro attlending a meeting
monton. Ky., was a weekend visitof the post masters. Thursday and
Friday.
the Pirates, 10 to 3 after losing the
Mrs. Paul Dailey were
opener, 4 to 3 when Frankie Gus- in Nashville, Tenn., Thursday on
tine and Ralph Kiner poled hom- business.
ers in the eighth and Stan Rojek
Rev. H. F. Paschall attended" al'
singled to drive in Ed Tzgerald, meeting at Cherry Baptist Ctillutrht
ii •
who had tripled, with the winning Wednesday night.
run in the nineth Walker Cooper
Mrs. Will Jones spent a few days!
hit a first game News TV/1.k homer in Paducah first part of the week
and Johnny Mize got a -three-run visiting her daughter Mrs. Marea.round tripper in the nightcap. his ret Terrel and family.
/
19th. Wally Westlake also hit a
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Farris, Mr.
three-run second game homer for and Mrs. Luther Farris and daughPittsburg.
wr,.Mr..and Mrs. 0 T Mayer atThe Phils handed the backslid- tended the funeral' of Mr. McNabb,
ing Cardinals their sixth defeat
Mrs Bardie Denham is in Mi m'
Most Complete Shop
West Kentuck
seven games, 3 to 1 on.the margin phis, Tenn.. to visit her sister Mrs.
of a two-run homer - by Del Ennis S. S. Garrett and attended the
as Dutch Leonard pitched four-„, wedding'of Barbara Jo Walker.
hit ball to win his eighth game.
BEES FLY EAR
YESTERDAY'S STAR — PHIL
UP A-S4nrie 3
NEW YORK
Rizzuto of the Yankees. whose
spectacular fielding at shortstop bees were .flown to London on
3rd and Monroe Sts.
Phone 402
Paducah, Ky.
saved more runs than the Yankees Pan American Clipper. enroute •
to'irrrprtive the Free,
made in a 4 to 2 victory .over the'
breed of bees.
Browns.

Navy Expert Says
U.S. Vulnerable
To Atomic Bomb

HAZEL NEWS

ft

third

•

17 at

Not eveiybolly is
Calloway county sub.
scribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.

COUPLE OF POWER HURLERS—Two fellows who know a
thing or two about throwing that baseball, Bob Feller and
Satchel Paige, talk things over before game time in Cleveland Municipal Stadium. Paige, Negro pitching sensation of
unknown vintage, recently was purchased by Indians' president Bill Veeck to bolster the club's hurling staff for the
stretch run for the A. L pennant.
FUZZY—Little Linda Bouck fondles one of a set of two-dayold deer triplets found by her father, John Bouck, game
protector of Schoharie County, N. Y. Triplets among deer
are comparatively rare, and these seemed healthy, weighing
an average of four pounds each. Their mother was either
killed or chased from the area by dogs.

GARAGEMEN and CAR DEALERS

Bostonians Have Won Five Out of Six
Since Williams Benched With Injuries
'fly.
By CARL LUNDQUIST,
I Rex Barney, who couldn't pitch
United Press Sports Writer
NEV YORK. July 16 (UP)— a complete game for two straight
Even wittput Ted Williams that years, hurled his third. one in a
new baseball "sockless story" in row as the Dodgers topped the
Boston made pretty good reading Reds for the fifth. straight time
today—that is for everybody but at Cincinnati, 5 to 3 on his five'
American league pitchers,
hit job. Rookie George (Shotgun)
Blasting the Tigers fOr 13 to 5 Shuba provided the clincher for
and 3 to 1 victories yesterday, the Barney, a two-run double as the
belting Bostonians won their fifth Dodgers moved to within a virgame in six since their big man, tual tie with the. • fourth place
Williams. 'was forced out of the Giants, just three-ten thousandths
lineup with injured side muscles. of a percentage point behind.
During those six gaines the Rod
The Giants came back to beat
Sox have gotten 42 hits, not, a
spectacular number until it is resealed that exactly half of them
were for extra base hits. Of the
21 bonus blows. 15 -were doubles,
Sive homers_and ont_o_.triple That
sounds like thumpin' Theodore was
still in there but the •soxcess story"
goes on without him.
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rim CRITIC—Ten-year-old Dick Miller "gets the bi.d" from
his best friend and severest critic as he hits a sour Lote while
practicing his music lesson. Atlanta, Oct., lad and ''Chippy,"
a robin who was blown room his nest in a tree in Dick's back
yard during a windstorm, are inseparable companions,
•

15% OFF on this
Coleman Floor Furnace

If You Act Before July 31
Fits under floor out of
sight ... No basement

•

needed!

Circulates heat in
entire house .. . gives
you WARM FLOORS

Get rid of chilly, old-type heaters ...
A small payment puts this amazing
Automatic Oil Furnace in your home:
Our summer sale saves you real money! Replace your
old- pe home heater with this amazing automatic
. -Nit- exPensive ducts. No -flirt. No ashes.
Porhd systom for all sizes of 1-story homes. Easy terms.

furl

Regular $153.15.. Summeraale price $130.18

JOHNSON APPLIANCE COMPANY
South Side Square
Wilia•swmxiimMi

RECEIPT BOOKS
4 to Page — in Duplicate'
GOOD FOR ANY USE WHERE A
RECEIPrIS REQUIRED — —
LEDGER & TIMES

Increasing their lead over the
fifth place Tigers to three full
games the Red Sox rudely interrupted their seven-game winning
streak by . getting seven runs in
the seventh inning of the opener
as Jack Kramer scored his eighth
straight victory and his 10th of the
season. Bobby Doerr hit a Boston
homer and Dick Wakefield got one
for Detroit. In the 12-hit Boston
attack Vern Stephens. Bill Goodand
got
Dom
man
doubles
The Red Sox made onlg four
hits in the second half of the "two
games for the price of two- day
and night double 6114, but three
.of them were third inning doubles
off Dizzy Trout by Catcher Matt
Batts. pitcher Mel Parnell. and
for
Pesky,.. accounting
Johnny
three runs Parnell gave up six
hits to shade Trout in a fast-moving duel played in an hour and
22 minutes
• At Philadelphia. the Indians pulled away to a 2 1-2 game first
place lead by trimMing the second
place Athletics, 6 to I and 8 to
5 as Steve •Gromek and Satchel
Paige chalked up the pitching victories. Gromek pitched four-hit
bat to win the opener while Paige.
the! aging Negro star chalked tip
hie-first big league victory in a relief role for starter Bob Lemon.
who retired after being hit by a
thrown ball. Paige was helped to
victory by Larry DAy, his Negro
team mate, who hit a two-run
.isiamer, and by Ken Kellner. who
got Vis 21st round trip smash.
Earlier in the game Jim Hegan
of Cleveland and Hank Majeski
of the A's hit homers, while in the
first game Buddy Rosar's homer
robbed Gromek of a shutout Hank
Edward% homered in that game for
Cleveland.
Spectacular fielding, mainly by
shortstop Phil Rizzuto. cut off
several Brownie hits and runs as
the Yankees topped St. tilisis, 4
to 2 at New York on Frank Hiller's
seven-hit pitching. Hiller missed a'
shutout when Whitey Platt hit a
two-run homer for the Browns
Cliff Mapes, Tummy Henrich. and
George McQuirin hit Yankee Triples ip the 11:htt winning attack.
Ray Scarborough also missed a
shutout at Washington when Tony
Lupien hit a homer in a 4 to 1
lasing catin for the White Sox,
who got seven hits and six walks
but cotadn't score except for his
.
blow
The Bravos went six full games
TR' front in the National league
when they defeated the Cubs. 2
to !Flat Johnnjr Sain pitched seven
hit ball to win his 12th game, then
battled to a 13-inning 1 to 1 tie
In the second game, which was
called because of darkness. Bill
Voiselle and Bob Rush put on the
The Braves got
nightcap duel
both of their first game runs in
the first inning off Ralph Hamer
tra two walks, a single by Duke
Torgeson and 'Jeff Heath's scoring

We are.equipped to give you prompt,
efficient service on all types of automotive machining and on
Guaranteed Rebuilt Motors
Machine Work and Welding
r's

e.

MITCHELL
MACHINE SHOP

NEW OLDSMOBILE DEALER

nimaggio

J.T. HALE MOTOR SALES
TELEPHONE 833

7th & MAIN STREET

•

DYNAMIC.Dkao

•
PUTIJILAMIC 4.0cor S•don

\OLDSMOBILE— NEW
‘
1
40
/
AV1
NEW‘\
\\ -

OLDSMOBILE—FOR 1948

Here's good pews for local motorists! Pt nest' Oldsmobile dealer has been appointed in
this community to provide you with the finest in new and usedsais. And skilled Oldsmobile-trained mechanics are ready to service your present rtlodel with modern repair
equipment and genuine Oldsmobile parts. Above all, this new dealership brings you the
first of the Futuramic cars—the Series 1011" Oldsmobile for '48. This spectacular new
model leads a parade of Styte.Leaders that also includis the colorful Eterisimic Series "60"
and "70" Oldsmobiles. And GM Hydra -Matip Drive it optional at extra cost on all Oldsmoa
bile models for 1948 — on display at this new home for Oldsmobile Sales and Service.

1

OFFERING—

GM

HYDRA-NIATIC
- DR Er"
Li(44_""ThigAusli ‘

RI

There's no gear shifting ... no dutch pinhing nothing to do
but "step on it -steer and stop"—when you go the easy HydraMatic way. In fact, for minimum effort ... and maximum performance ... there's nothing else like OM Hydra-Matte Drive.
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Club News

Women's Page
JO WILLIAMS,Editor — PHONE 374-M

Activities Locals -Weddings

•

Womans Missionary
Society Meets
At Baptist Church

VIGILANTES 0
BUENA VISTA

The Woman's Missionary Society
of the Hazel Baptist Church, met
Tuesday afternoon at the church
and held its regular monthly Royal
Service program.
These taking part on the program: Mrs, Olgo Paschall was leader of the program; assisting were
Mrs. Frances Dailey, Mrs. Brent
Langston, Mrs. Mary Turnbow, and
Mrs. Robbie Mtlstead
Following the prograrn, a short
business meeting was held with the
president Mrs. Grace Wilson presiding.
The meeting was clokd with
prayer by Mrs. Dailey.

By FRANK C. ROBERTSON
WOW be L/aware •••••••••

• LOCALS

joined in P.,tincaltb ML alai MI s
GETS CLEANLINESS LESSON
0.,F. Perdue who Will
the
BOSTON tUPI—A dirty apartattractions with them.'
ment brought Clarence Washington,
• II.
23, of Roxbury, a 102-day jail senMr. and Mrs. Elvis Swor with tence:- The city health department
their son, DaVid Wear, of Catletts 'complained to officials that he reburg, Ky., will arrive Sunday
fused to clean his place.
visit Mrs. , Swor's mother, Mts.
Annie Wear of North Fourth street,
LIGHTNING PLAYS PRANK
arid Mr. SwOr's parents, who reBRIDGEFORD, Me. (UP)—A disside at Hazel.
charged battery was the only dam-.
••
age when lightning hit Lafie Jones'
Mrs. Altie Myles of North Fourth
truck and moved it several feet.
street visited a daughter in Nashville, last week.

-Mrs Joe Berry and, daughter
are visiting her parents in
J. Thompsan and Mrs.
Syraeuse. N. Y.,.will return to their - Mrs.
were
home' here the first- of the week. Jane Wilson of Paris, Tenn.,
luncheon
guests
Wednesday of
•
.
their daughter and sister Mrs.
Miss Ruby Orr. Murray Route
HOlCuMb .and family oti
is at the Murray Hospital reeiv- Noi th Seventh sheet
,ring from removal of appendix.
••
Mrs. Bute Christionson, of Erin,
Teiui„ isiyisiting relatives -in Muria!".

Josie Pennington, arriving in nere just so you could have BumIdaho Territory to marry Jim mer Data waylay him if you ain't
Bloxham, gold prospector in careful. the Vigilantes may git out
Buena Vista, learns that he has o' hand an' turn against us."
been murdered and that the Vigi"Send for Sheriff Prenn and get
lantes are preparing to hang his as many of the boys on hand as Paspartner. Bruno Casette. Sure that sible. We'll have Prenn make dei• •
Bruno is innocent, she enlists the ties of 'em all and be ready for anyaid of young Ben Warren and his thing. In the meantime choke off
Mr. 1-4Lztirn Paschalt of the
his friend John Paul Hudson, all talk that we had any quarrel
hotelkeeper. They know that the with Hudson. I'm goin g dovin Hazel community, who was admitted to the Murray Hospital 'for
Vigilantes are controlled by • there,"
lawless gang secretly headed by
"You're what, chief?" Guy asked - treatment this week, is repor.ed to
Charles Douglas, and they believe
"I'm going down there to express be improtring satistaporilys
that Bruno is being victimized. my sympathy to his widow."
•..
Jim's
brother
They suspect that
"But there's men there who'd like
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Finney
Bill killed him for his money and to bump you off. Don't do it. chief
is being protected by Douglas tor At least don't go without the boys." have returned to. their homa hi
Frankfert, .Ky., following a brief
a price. They are right. Douglas Guy pleaded.
has made Bill sign over his claim
"You fellows act seared." Douglas visit as ith friends in Murray. They
has
However.
Jim
to Jim's estate.
cneered. "Nothing will happen to are former residents of this city.
left a will with John Paul. nam- me."
.•
ing Josie,as his heir. When Ben
He put on a tall gray hat which
Mr.
Dallas
Rummager
tirrived
The Woman's Society of Chris- lets Bruno a change of venue, he matched his gray cutaway coat and
day, to. join Mrs. Rummager and
tian Service in Hazel met with and his adherents become in- left the hotel.
daughters, Mary Ann and Susan.
Mrs. R L. Gass Wednesday. July volved in a fight with the Douglas
HE milling crowd in front of the who have spent several weeks with
14. at 8:00 pm. with Mrs. Mellen gang. Several men are killed.
Then. Bruno, having been legally
Pacific made way for him, but Mrs. Rummager's parents, Mr. 'find
Marshall as leader of the program. acquitted, returns to his mine. He
Mrs. Will Starks. and a sister.. Mrs.
Mrs T S. Herron had charge of the Is seized by Bill Bloxharn and two those tnside yielded sullenly.
Making his way to the desk, he William Whititil and Mr. Whintall•
devotional
him
to
force
other men. viho try
confronted Cliff Fletcher.
of the Hazel Road. Thuy will- leave
Those assisting Mrs. Marshall on to reveal where his gold is hidden.
"I just heard about the murder by motor, Sunday, to; their home:
returnbut,
on
him
Ben
rescues
the leaflet were Mrs. Koska jones.
of Mr. Hudson." he said. fla a sub- in Jackson, Ohioing to town, learns that John dued voice. "I came to offer
whose topic concerned Protestant.My
Paul has been killed. This oc- sympathy to his,widow. Will you
ism in Europe Today, with the de- curred after John Paul had a conMr. and .Mrs. Par Wear. left today.
here"
tell
her
I
am
please
vastated city of Warsaw, Poland. ference with Douglas during
Fletcher stared hard at the man's for St. Louis. Mo., to attend an •
as the chief thought of the discus' whieh Douglas offered to make
opera, and laul' ,a,•• T. y. wytcmasklike face before he anrwered
sion and what achievement Meth- Peace provided John Paul would - "Yes. I'll tell her."
••
odism .had made since the recent relinquish Jim's will.
He made his way to Bess HudWar. Mrs. Olgu Freeman presented
son's private sitting room. She was
CHAPTER X.XIV
the Unparalleled Opptortunity of
there. with Pauline at her side Dr.,
HEN word was brought to WiLson had just given her someMethodism in Poland: she also
Douglas that John Paul had thing to quiet-her nerves. Four or
spoke of the opportunities in East
Prussia. Mrs. Claude White's top- been shot, he shook his head five other friends were in the room.
including the Reverend Tewksbury.
ic concerned a gills school in Bul- and sighed.
Off to one side. stood Dick Maverty
has
though
small,
gaiaa which
-Too bad. Now I wonder who -and Tom Hawk.
do
made a definite contributien to could have been mean enough to
"Bess." Fletcher announced
Christianity during and since the a thing like that?"
"Charles Douglas is here and wants
informant
his
Dan."
"Bummer
to
see you. If you say so. I'll kick
war.
blurted
him out."
Mrs. Herron gave the benediction
"Keep your mbuth shut!" Doug- "No. Cliff. send hitalufltesa,said.
and the business session was turn- as rasped.
Dick-Maverty's hand dropped to
ed over to Mrs. D. N White at
But the fellow continued dogged- his revolver. while Tom Hawk4inwhich time cqpificates for honor- ly. "And Bummer got killed about t!ered the handle of his bowie knife
•
ary life memberships were pre- a second after he shot ole man Bess motioned them over to her.
"You boys step into a back room
sented to Billy Kent Osburn, Rich- Hudson."
"What? Who killed him?"
please:" she resuested, "I _think a It
arst-Dale- -Hurt and Nancy -10--Tay-"Tom Hawk. An' he made a dang of you had better go except Pauline
.--•
lor
clean
from
shot
with
his
rifle
good
and Dr. Wilson and Mr. TeaksA lovely ice course was served across the street, dark as it was."
bury."
Douglas scowled. "All right—get
The men withdrew unwillingly.
by the hostess to 15 members including Mrs. t(oska Jones. a former out!"
gone,
was
S DOUGLAS entered the room
member who has been residing In, When his henchman
he paced nervously up and down his
his face assumed a look of uncTexas for Use past few years.
1 office. John Paul Hudson had been
tuous sorrow.
•••
the one man he really feared, but
"Mrs. HudSon" he said.. wItts a
he didn't know what the public re- low bow. "I hail to come immediaction would be to the murder. ately to offer my deepest sympathy.
Though most of the Vigilantes had I believe I was the last person to
not agreed with Hudson. they had speak to your husband. ma'am: at
him.
Mesdames Frank Albert Stubble- respected told himself over and least to hold any extended converDouglas
want you to know
field. Robert. Halls and Vernon over that he had nothing to fear— sation with him. I
that our talk was entirely amicStubblefield Jr. were hostesses that he held the Vigilantes In the able"
at an eight table bridge party yes- hollow of his hand. He could make
"We didn't, quite gather that
terday afternoon at 2:30 compli- them think that Bummer Dan had from what he-said to Richard Mavmenting Mrs. Wayne AndruS of killed Hudson for personal revenue, ens, after he left your office." the
Tucson, Ariz. The setting for the because Hudson had hung Bum- preacher said severely • •
partner, Rattlesnake Pete As
"Perhaps I didn't convince him
lovely Of:Cgrioti was the home of mer's
for the death of Bummer hinv.clf,
me handle certain afMrs. F. A Stubblefield. Poplar he wasn't sorry about that. The fel- he should let
fairs. but we came to agreement on
street.
low had weakened once and might others." Douglas said. "Both of us
Prizes were presented to Mrs have weakened again.
agreed to put down Lawlessness 1t1
No, there was nothing to fear. any way we could. It is unfortunate
Henry Holton, Mrs Ed Carter and
the risks he took were well that he should have given his life
Anyway.
the honoree for high, second and
worth while. He hoped-to garner no to that cause so soon"
guest respectively
less than fifty thousand dollars
Mrs. Htuison got to her feet. "1
Following an enjoyable after- from Jim Blosham's estate and think I understand Perfectly why
n,a,n of bridge. the hostesses serv- from Bruno Cazette before he was you hest come here. Mr Douglas
ed a delightful salad plate to each through.
You know me husband had huno ftheir guest.
Any time now, he expected to dreds of friends You tricked him to
hear that Cazette had been taken his death and now you try to make
care of. The fellow had been a fool a show of innocence to escape ?he
to come back to the Basin: more of consequences. Will you rilea.se,sov.
Douglas' face purpled. "Your
a fool to go direct to his mine unarmed. Ned Bunton and•the others being misled Mrs Hudson If-*cal
might have some trouble getting persist in listening to the fellows
A picnic supper was hell at the him to tell where his gold dust had who are fighting. me. the COT1FPCity Park last evening at 6 o'clock been hidden, but they would get it. nllenCES will have to be upon their
heads—and yours."
for the members of the Cora Graves
"Get out." Bess said contemptuKNOCK-it-the door wa,!
A
Circle of the College Presbyterian
lowed by the entrance of Gad ously.
Church.
"I'll leave, of cour5e but I came
Moore and Lee Guy.They were surHasbands and children of the prised to find that Douglas had al- here to offer to hold back the Vigibe estahmembers were guests Other guests ready been informed of John Paul's lantes until peace could
itched. If I'm to be treated as an
were Rev and Mrs Simonsen and death.
"There's bound to be a big stink." enemy then I'll have to act accorddaughter Ruth of Des Moines.. la
Moore said frankly. "Wasn't there ingly. I bid you good day ma'am"
• • •
He clapped on his high hat
any way to talk him Into giving up
bowed stiffly and took his leave.
that will of Jim Blosham's?"
"None whatever."
(To be continued)
"The boys say the crowd down at
the Pacific is pretty wild." Guy put (The characters in this serial are- fictitious)
In."That fellow Maverty is maklif
Copyright. MY.In Frank C. Roberttoo
Mg talk that you got Hudson up
Tuesday, July ite
The following circTes of the
W S C.S. -•if the First Methodist
Church will-meet at 300 pm:
Circle No. 1 will meet with Mrs._
W. A. Bell. Co-hostesses are Mrs.
J. B Farris and Mrs. W. A Steele.
July 14, Wednesday —First' term
Program
leader, Mrs. Leonard
"clOses.
Vaughn.
Circle No. 2 will_Ineet with Mrs. July IS. Thursday —Registration for
second tam'
•
Hugh Houston. Co-hostess is Mrs.
Rainey T. Wells. Program leader. July It Friday-=Classes begin
August 21, Saturday—Second• rm
Mrs. H T. Waldrop.
-EMS
Cize1e-Iirz---3-witt-xnegi--wilh
L. 'C. Alexander
Co-hqstess is
Mrs. Roble Fair.
NAMES GO TOGETHER,
MILWAUKEE, Wis. UP;—F.
Ayres. head of an investment firm,.
hired ,a Miss MacArthur- to work in
his yfice.- Miss MacArthur
unable to come one morning
sent her cousin, a Miss Douglas.

Not everybody in
Calloway county subscribes to The Ledger
& Times but nearly
everybody reads it.
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FRESH FRUITS, VEGETABLES
and MEAT

TELEPHONE 293
CONCORD ROAD
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ready
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Announcing

FRIDAY
and Saturday

•

•

STAPLE GOODS

T

Read the Ledger & Times Classified Ads

•

Johnson's Grocery

Hazel W.S. of C.S.
Meets With Mrs.
R. L. Gass

VAN/AL DEFACES REV AN HOME—Obviously offended by
Britis1
Health Minister Aneurin Bevan's recent description
of Toy Party members as "lower than vermin," a vandal
equipifed with black paint defaced the Bevan home in
Chelsea with these words: "Vermin Villa: Home of a loudmouthed Ratt." Police, who later removed the offensive
lettering, have not yet apprehended the vandal.

FRIal

JOHN NY MACK
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A Series Of Gospel Meetings
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A
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Union Grove Church Of Christ

Eight Table Bridge
Party Held Thursday

• -;

-BEGINNING
•

JULY 18 at 11:00 A.M.

Coming SUNDAY and MONDAY
CHESTER MORRIS — JUNE VINCENT
in

"Trapped By Boston Blackie"

Picnic Supper Held
At Murray City Park

BARBARA STANWCK — VAN HEFLIN

'B. F.'s DAUGHTERS'
SATURDAY

ONE DAY
ONLY

las&
1.:1U

Ao0APi;
muSICRtts

- THE MEW Is COlf_DIALLY INVITED
TO ATTEND THESE SERVICES
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Bro.' Boone Douthitt will hold a series of Coaspel
meetings at the Union Groye -Church of Christ.

Ending
TONIGHT

•

so,.e.,01p9 arlie
. eipin
r-es I, cast
aliffaStiiiaft
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DALE &I STUBBLEFIELD'S DRUG STORE has temporarily moved into
the building formerly occupied by Purdo.m. Hardware Company, 105 North
Fifth Street.
•
. -•
THEY WILL RETURN TO THE OLD LOCATION in approximately two
months to a NEWLY REMODELEDBUILDING.

VARSITN. THLATR1r
SAUCY ACCOMPANIMENT
•
-Colesliced roasils onE of the
F.'s Daughter." 1 Hr. 46 Mini
_Feature Starts: 1.39-4-09-6739-9:09. privileges -of- those who are farsighted enough
cook kh'-ad.
Serve - a platter of the delicious
C.APITAL THtATRp.
meat won a,: horseradish 4
•k
Gun Talk,' 58 Mm.)"
Lad sauce fOrepared .mustad to
Starts;*. P23-2:49-4:159:4I- which • •• 'bit or horseradish and
-• -•
salt are added)
'

-

•
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•

•

•
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HALF PKICE;ON MA* ITEMS,
including fan belts, oil filters and
. Get better service
brake lining.
out of your car, by adding these
FOR GUARANTEND_ Permanent
at a low price. 'Get them
Metal Weatherstripping or blown features
now at Barnett & Kerley, next to
Insulation installed by experts call
Jy17c
. H. M. Scarborough, 1021 or 4094. Bank of Murray.
Rock Wool •and Weatherstrip Co., FOR SALE-Nice red tomatoes,
105 Gatlin Building, Murray, you pick them, $1.50 per bushel.Jy 17c W. H, Brooks Farm, half mile west
KY.
Jy16c
FOR SALE-Case, pick-up baler. of Five points.

I

_ For Sale

NOTICE IS HEREBY GIVEN that
I will in no way be responsible
for the detits or aoy debts contracted by any other one than mysf. This 'July 17,- 1948.-Rochie
Jy15p
Blurs.

WE SPECIALIZE.: rn COUNTRY
HAM, steaks, chops and
plate
lunches. All kinds of sandwiches
Rudy's Restaurant.
tt
_
2 4-D WEED KILLER. We have
See Howard Armstrong, 3 miles ' FOR SALE-Baby buggy, good con
plenty on hand-Both 20 per cent
north of Penny.
and 40 per cent Ester or salt. We
417P -dition. Cheap. Phone 11664.
1
will spray for you, or we will rent
iPIANOS-New spinet, any finish, FOR SALE-1947 Chevrolet, three- you our power sprayer. See us for
as low as 6485.00 with bench. Guar- quarter tan, steel bed. First class facts and information. Murray
Jy17p I-Litchery, Murray, Ky. Telephone
anteed used pianos as low as shape. Phone 9484-3..
$135.00 and up. Free delivery anyA9c
336 J.
now
PEACHES
are
HIGH
BELLE
where-Harry Edwards, 808 So.
canning.
$2
per
bushel,
ready
for
Fifth Street, Paducah, Ky. Phone
4 ,4431.
' .11.3e you furnish containers-J. W. Cole,
Jy17c
Mirth Highway.
b. AVE UP TO 50 PER CENT on our FOR IMMEDIATE DELIVERY- FOR RENT-Neatly furnished twoclose out sale of tractor tires. You Gas washing machines. Large size. room apartment. Electric stove,
can gel those tires that you have Cash or terms. We deliver-Riley hot water, private entrance. Phone
wanted now at a price so cheap Furniture and Appliance Co. Phone 895-W. 415 N. 6th St.
Jy15c
that you can afford- them. Come 587
17c
iri today at Barnett ils-Kericy, next
to Bank,of Murray.
Jy17c

For Rent

Lost and Found1
AUTOMATIC REDUCTION SALE
is now on at Draper & Darwin.
You can't mass Ngehing'a bargain
because the price'goes down every
day regardless of what is in our
window. You will find everything.
for all the family.
Price for
Friday, July 16th.. is $1.30. Be
there.
Jy3le

STRAYED - One -female pointer
bird dog. One year old.'White with
small brown spots. Reward for re-turn-Max B. Hurt, Murray, Kentf
tucky.

Services Offered

QUALITY FOOD'S
and

IT'S GOOD BUSINESS
f0 EMPLOY
DISARM VETERANS

EXPERT WALL, PAPER. PAINTING, inside and outside. Complete
decorating service. Contract or
-hour. Call 688-R-4. Free estiA7(
mate.

Notices

1

J1y2111

of lumber for sale.

?HONE

I
.

FOR
INEXPENSIVE, FAST
and COURTEOUS
SERVICE
Anywhere in Murray
MURRAY CAB COMPANY
"

y

fa
c
-•• fr.t.s

r

DESPITE BLOCKADE
WASHING-TON. AR)
," 15 (UP
'
A state deixi'rtment spokesman said
today the' United States will stay
in Berlin despite Soviet refusal' to
lift the blockade.'
I'ress• officer •Lincoln White was
asked at a news conference if SoyRI rejections of the three-power
protest on Berlin changed American policy on Berlin in any' way.
-There is abiolutvly ni change
in my position," ,White replied.'
,He said Anierican policy on Berlin v.as. set , forth In statements by
-Secretary of State George C. Marshal and in the American note
which- protested the Berlin blockade nine days ago
Marshallsaid about ten days
01,0 -the -Unite4tate1'does ndt lotend to withdraw from Berlin- The
Ameriisn note -followed said that
the United States would not be
induced by-- "threats. pressure or
other actions" to abandon -its. rights
as a joint occupant -of the former
German capita.
White said this country itin alMost constant. conimunication with
Britain and 'France about possible.
next moves by the three powers
to break the Berlin- siege. But he
would not speculate on what action might develop.
American officials ;said 'earlier
this country, will stand firm on its
demand that the blockade be lifted. despite the stObborn Soviet refusal.•

41
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en so.
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LAMB_ ITALIENNE
Add an Italian air to kabobsor lamb en brochette. -if you insist. Soak mit garlic bud in marinade while marinating meat (preferably lamb.shoulder).
_

•

-

They
"Oh They Don't Sell Gas
• Just Specialize In Service!"
Our service is so wonderful that we've almost

earned that reputation. However, Iet us assure you
WE DO SELL GAS ... and Oil ,and Lubricants.

We service all types,of' autos. .. and please
-everyone conCerned. 111RIVE 'IN TODAY!

ralIV101.16 Mgr: 1.

Ull M

IDA

M

nP

M

nr-4.6

,UNUSUAL IBASSEROLE
Here's an idea' for:--a pork-apple
casserole: have pork, shoulder
sealch boned and rolled: ,Brown in
hot fat. *hop place in casserole. Top
With layer- of tart apple, slices.
cover,. Mid cook until done, about 1
hour.

;
-

MEM= EMMEN
MUM= MMOIMME
ifir41111111Eir AIN=
Miff

4graenAtatei LOAN. CORPORATION

"t•

WE SELL - .

•

.•

:RUBBER STANIPS-,,,L:
Ledger & Times

:

-

•

By Ernie Bushmiller

'N' That's a Different Story

NANCY

•

HERE'S SOME BREAD
AND SOUP AND A
QUARTER --I LIKE TO
• HELP A POOR
WIDOW

DIDN'T YOU TELL,,,
ME THE WIDOW
,
IN THAT
.( HOUSE WAS :.

BROKE ?

WHEN I SAID YOU HAD EYES
LIKE A MACKEREL, MAM, IT WASN'T
AN INSULT, WHY,THATS AS NICE A
COMPLIMENT AS
A FISHERMAN
CAN PAY TO A
LADY-ESPECIALLY V ,
AN OLD ONE
LIKE YOU.
17

YOUR PRETENSE OF BEING NAIVE
IS A BIT OVERDONE, YOUNG MAN.
IT APPROACHES UTTER IDIOCY.
YOU'RE NOT FOOLING ME.
•

• .
'eV• .
:4tOte!0:0

(iscro.

By Raeburn Van Buren

•

Missing the Cumplinseist

ABB1E an' SLATS

. ••••••

*/\

IT'S GETTING 700
YOU'RE A SHREWD, THAT'S WRONG,
HARD, CUNNING, LADY. ONLY THING WARM IN HERE.
YOUNG FORTUNE- I HUNT IS MACK- PLEASE OPEN THE
WINDOW, CHLOE.
EREL. THAT IS,
HUNTER
WHEN THEY'RE
RUNNING.
MONTHS THEY
DON'T, I
SLEEP.
•r
-a%

MISS
STEELE:::
THE WHOLE

HILLS ON
•

-S‘
V1;

7
.;-`7

(L-21a1

„

1

It
.41.11 ••••

By

Brother, Can You Spare a Dame?

ABNER

Al Capp

••

THAI'S ENOUGH 17 SHOW ADAM
1.011,ZONGA WHUT A IRREE-Z15A - ASttE
LOVER AM 15 ff CUSS IT - WHY
IS All 50 IRREE-Z15K - ALE,
ESPE5H'LY t'/IF YO'

STOP JERMITE DAMAGE

I COULDN'T HELP BUT SEE THAT
YOUNG MAN RUN OFF AFTER YOU
KISSED HIM .F -HOW COUt.D ANYONE
LEAvE A teL Al
DIVINE A'S *DU,AFTER
YOU'D KISSED HIM ?

TRY ME
AND SEE!!

C-COULDN'T
'CO.

vosti

COULDN'T!

1_Flying ants may be termites possibly in your home. A . FREE
TERMIN1X INSPECTION Will
give you accurate information on
the extent of termite damage in
your property. Don't delay, call
today'

r.WHAT L45_.
rff

iS'ASarrow
E.17;"/K4VE
/socCILINIS
SI.KC137501?
Ar LAsr?-•
1107ZZ.

mirc/ftw!"

• VI

MURRAY LUMBER CO.

- Good Gulf Products

Phone 262

CHIC'S GULF STATION
600 Main

.

ro

•

U.S. DETERMINED
VECaETABLES ALVAH GALLOWAI SAWMILII
OPEN UNTIL 7:00 P. M. . now 'located In Abtio. All kinds TO STAY IN BERLIN
- Refrigerated FRU.ITS
and

ANSWEK

Today's Sports Parade

JULY HEATH PEACHES' are now
ready. at Ligon's.Orchard. Located ROWLAND Refrtgefut:on Sales and
• pree-ouvrter mile northeast of Service. Supplies. Phone 993-J.
Bustihtt's Church off Highway Hazel Highway, one block south
A3c
- 97.
Jy16p of Sycamore Street.,
• ____
-LLET US PIR,IP YOUR CISTERN
and fill it with pure well- waterHardy Rogers, Lynn Grove, Ken• •
tucky.
Jy16p

HAYS & FIELDER I
. I 6th'and Main

sale.
WAFFLE. SANDWICH
POTATO SALAD DELUXE
The upshM:_was that when the
For a quick sandwich via the
A summer-weather meal as itself
Dodger pitching slat failed to de- waffle
iron, place a slice or ready- is potato salad with, meat :Aided&CEOS/
liver,- Lombardi and Gregg were
to-serve
meat
between
two
slices
33-Ron of Seth
1-To tint
missed tkidly. With Jackie Robin35-Highest cardi
6-Goblet
011E191117JORIR
of bread, -outside-buttered. Then strips of bologna, cooked ham or
36-Sang
11-Flesh-sating
son ;overweight and 'injured and bake in
MOM
OWN
waffle iron until golden tongue. Try a sour cream dress811-Trlea
bird
Pete Reiser out of action, the club brown.
M NOV WOORM
42-Indefinit. artICH
11-They appear at
ing for a different flavor, too.
43-Ralses
Christmas
W 5MAMOIA
lacked the balance and power
14-ftlYer In Italy
46-Artichi of clothing
4MUF114 gErAMMT
which would • have. been- 'supplied
48-To cot off short
li-TIOY
29-Bridge tee
48-To cut
MOMP-2/0 ;IFII001
by Walker and Stanky.
50-Chemical sues
18-Pory
'4121.1N
A MIN
51-Jsyrio tame
20-1wOrm
It isn't the first time that Rickey
FOR EXTRA PEP
00,.[Il
53-Betsey
111-Ifewallan food
banked a bundle and the 'manager
66-Automobile cor24-Copper coin
JUST
TAKE THIS
poration iablit.1
*-To approach
took the rap. And the great, white
68-Wigwam Irar.1
stealthily
AND
PLAN
A GOOD
father
isn't
one
to
fear
changing
Upon
55-Rounds
14
El,
/11-Tangl•
II-Chemical
horses in mid-stream.
VACATION TRIP
compound
62-111•rt$
Bows
During his years with the Card1-DUtirig
inals his favoriate pastime was do2-Conjunetlon
3-Edge
ing a rush job on a reputation and
4-Gumbo
then swapping the recipient of the
S-Oulde lines
g_ouineas abbr.)
raves for a pile of pocket lettuce!
7-Musical not*
The managers suffered.
6-Emmet
9-Halt
in 1929 it was •Bill MeXechnie
10-Bar
11-Pepper
who gave Way to Billy SouthwortIL
13-frock.throstng
Dont')et anybody tell you that
device
16-Insect
Deacon Bill can't get as much out
19-To go In
21 -Molten rock
of it club'as anybody in baseball.
22 s-To choose
Four, years later Rickey shifted,
26-Male sox.
29-Leg Joints
the blame for his fire sales by tub10- Parts in piny,.
so .i
i6 //iM
.
.5477
bing Gabby Street from • Frankie
32-To mine forth
Haw'about that vocation you've always
_'/•
34-To Mose tightly
dreamed about? It
Frisch, Then, 'in 1938, after ped811-Discoserer of
NH /
713
/iv
might be the best investment you ever made
sa
e
dling away Dizti- Deuu ,and -others,
Newfoundland
You'll probably
37,
PosItIve pow. '
come back with renewed vigor and
'ke
Rickey replaced Frisch- WI
ashs
enthusiasm for your job
•
I9 yis
38-To fall in drops
5°
• r
Gonzales. 40-Tints
and everything else
41-43t•lks
ssi .ps
52 :7 ///91
And, in 1940. the smoke screen
51
If you're short of cash .
44-View
'phone or come in. Welt gladly
47-Part ol ''to as"
Which covered the weakening sales
help
with ci friendly cosh loan for that or any
ho
01
1005
49-God
5/
58
'
59
5V
the..
mangled
laid
the
blame
.
on
other worthy
and
63-Resort
44-A metal
'Managers resulted in thfee .Card- purpose.
hi
97 -Hesitant
inal pilots--Ray Blades; Gonzales - expression
UP TO 20 MONTHS—TO REPAY
16/11Ialsed railway
as the second goat and, ,finally,
alled real. • RNONI.N.1.1.
•
Mot. INN
60 -Comps. point
•
—
Sbuthworth.
• Following his suspension:. Dufoctier has been More .quiet-ind
restrained 'than- Was the:wont of
ed to fly when -his team .Went Hai old, Lip. But the old Rickey
By OSCAR FRALEY
NEXT DOOR.TO PEOPLES BANK
stumbling off the mark and plum'- dodge of blamilig the- menager rez
United Press Sports Writer
506 Main Street .. Murra3
this
message
to
Leo
when
stilted
in
PHONE 1:80
NEW YORK. July 16 UP)_A meld into the cellar. It was no he failed to rant at a close decision.
IL C. ELLIS, Mgr.
reprieve supposedly
had
been secret that Rickey_ was considering
haven't
quit
Dodgers.
-We
op
the
granted today to Leo Durocher, Durocher's dismissal and Shotton Have you? If you have,'why not'
.fall guy manager of the disap- was a frequent visitor to the Dod- resign now?".
pointing Brooklyn Dodgers, but ger front office.
Durocher, no matter what - his
Actually the fault was Bath RicBranch Rickey's policy of unloadcritics say about'him, is not a _quiting at a profit still had the Lip's key and not with Durocher.
job in jeopardy'.
As in the east, the Deacon-had-I ter. He finally got a workitg crew
together and of late'Ow 'team has
To_i_e_t a true Picture of the spot looted the team of Much ..of its been ,playing better than .1100 baseIt's an old, old Rickey
Durocher is in, you have to go .ts
• ball. .
,..back to his suspempon of 1Lst , sea- story."
son, Burt' Shottim, painted by 'i)lxie 'Walker anc Eaoe Statiky, .1t MIST his job, for the time besome as ."beloved'' but personally two af-the profs. were -peddled be- ing, But if the club slumps again,
found to be testy and grumpy and cause' they, wanted , mare Eassetey.. -,--because of Flockey selling it.
Cr
co-operative only, with a favored On the block- also went Vic ,Lom- -thorl-yOu ail expect the substitufew, took over and 'won the. pen- bard! and Hal Gregg. two capable tion of'Shotitin The trap (S-all Set
pitchers ,along with Stan Rojek. to be sprung.
nant.
So when Durocher came back ndw regular shortstop of -the'Pir:.
:ism our cams:ilea
aas--Ttro
this season he was expected ,to do ales and Gene Mauch. regular sec•-•
„•- MP'
..:. • •
Dimness
get
the
ond
baseman
for
the
Cubs
since
his
n9 worse. And the brickbats start-
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Phone 9117
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THE LEDGER & TIMES, 'MURRAY, KENTUCKY

"

DR. W. H. ABERNATHY

ECONOMY SELF SERVICE

CHIROPRACTIC HEALTH CENTER

"STILL THE BUSIEST PLACE IN TOWN"
Phone 130

Phone 600

107 North Fourth Street

RUDOLPH THURMAN, Owner and Mgr.

DILL ELECTRIC COMPANY

RILEY FURNITURE & APPLIANCE CO.

Call LONG'S BAKERY

A. B..BEALE & SON

For All Kinds Of
FRESH CAKE, PIES, BREAD and ROLLS
PHONE 79
JOHN L. LONG

Hardware, Furniture, Plumbing Supplies
PHONE 36

Uni

ALL STATE FRUIT STAND

DRAP6 & DARWIN

FRESH FRUITS and VEGETABLES

Across From Post Office

From the Kitchen to the Parlor

"ANYTHING ELECTRIC"
Night 877-J

Phone 879

FRIDAY, JULY 16, 1948

—

KELV1NATOR

KROEHLER

Oranges from California, Grapefruit from Texas,
Apples from Washington

Phone 482

East Main Street

North Highway in Front of Rickman's Grocery

WOODS FLORIST

ADAMS BROWNB1LT SHOE STORE
For BETTER SHOES

AND GIFTS

NATURALIZER and FOREST PARK

MURRAY PAINT & WALLPAPER CO.
PHONE 41
"RIDE WITH THE MAN WHO KEPT

500 North Fourth Street

Phone 188-i

Ev
To
In]

PHONE 323

THE PRICES DOWN"
__
CALLING ALL MOTHERS

- FITTS

FITTS — CONCRETE BLOCKS

PARKERS • FOOD MARKET

Your Building Needs Are Hard On Your Hands
But Easy On Your Purse

HIGH QUALITY

:

LOW PRICES

100 to 112 North Railroad A‘enue

COURTEOUS SERVICE

PHONE 1088

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Calloway County Soil Improvement Assn.
"THE FARMERS CO-OP"

HATtkETT'S SELF SERVICE
GROCERY

to

THE MARY RUSSELL SHOP

QUALITY MEATS and GROCERIES

• CHILDREN'S WEAR

1214 West Main
INFANTS TO TEN YEARS

PHONE 375

Attend A Church Of Your Choice Sunday

A & H GROCERY
FRESH VEGETABLES and QUALITY FOODS

Quality Seeds, Feeds, Fertilizers
• Farm Supplies, Home Appliances
Phone207
East Main

ALWATS
A Large Selection Oir Clean Cars

LAWRENCE USED CARS

Bring Your Proctor & Gamble Coupons

Attend Church

In every

Services with

Church the

your family

world over,

and friends

men and

Sunday. The

women pray

201 Maple

together

for

•
the eternal

CHIG CARRAWAY

open to

continuance

GULF SERVICE

welcome you

of a world

600 MAIN STREET

within ... and

at Peace,

•

#4. E. JENKINS
PLUMBING : HEATING

: SHEET METAL

embrace you

and

on each

brotherhood

gloriotis day

of all men

of sacred

united by

worship.

God

TELEPHONE 498-J — Residence 498-R
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PETE'S AUTO PARTS

AR

PHONE 783
Phone 9117

MURRAY LUMBER COMPANY, Inc.
DEPOT STREET

Murray.

Phone 262

Phone 655-J

HOTPOINT ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

doors of the
Church are

Murray. Ky.

to Us
Five Points

"Home of Guaranteed Used Cars"
Phone 150

F

MURRAY CAB COMPANY

WHEN IN NEED OF FLOWERS

West Side Square

ALWAYS UNDER THE MARKET

18-

HUTCHENS' PIT BARBECUE
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SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS
SOFT DRINKS
Ice Cream in Packages to Carry Out
1408 West Main Street

WHITEWAY SERVICE STATION

RICK MAN GROCERY

Texaco Products

COURTEOUS SOVICE

GO TO CHURCH SUNDAY

Ample Parking Space
PHONE 788-J

HOLLIS APPLIANCE COMPANY
CALLOWAY COUNTY OIL COMPANY
Open All Night
••••

Phone 114

Sixth and Main Streets

op

Murray, Kentucky

WHERE APPLIANCES ARE A BUSINESS —
NOT A SIDELINE
502 Maple
Phone 646

TetBERS BODY REPAIR SHOP

BOATWRIGHT & COMPANY

PAINTING

Wholesale Grocers

:

WELDING

:

REPAIRING

North Twelfth and Chestnut Streets

PHONE 123.

Day Phone 67014 — Night Phone 676.R

Murray, Ky.

ROBERTS GROCERY
SYCAMORE and SOUTH NINTH STREElrl'
CALL 874 FOR DELIVERY

t MURRAY MARBLE & GRAMM WKS.
Builders of
FINE MEMORIALS
East Maple Street

Quality Has N. Substitute

FIFTH and MAIN

MURRAY GAS & APPLIANCE CO.
1212 MAIN STREET
Prices You Can Afford TiPer,,
PHONE 1073
-

MURRAY CONSUMERS COAL and
ICE COMPANY
See Our Modern Ice Refrigerators

SELF WASHINGETTE SERVICE

WHITE HOUSE GROCERY
1644 WEST MAIN
Quality Groceries, Meats, Produce Plenty of Shady Parking
Prices Right Every Div In the Week
Cloying Hours: 730 P. M. Weekly : I:04 P. M. Saturday
WILBURN FARRIS

01.1

FREE PICK UP and DELIVERY SERVICE
Phone 298
1602 West Olive Street

LERMAN BROTHERS

Phone 64
Phone 121

TOV Aelt-71LWAVs wr.t.cMIE AT THE

ANDERSON CLEANERS

For Economy Shop At

and

Murray Appliance CorisPiny
Your Business Is Appreciated
M. G. RICHARDSON, Owner
•elk

FIPTEENTH and MAIN
PHONE 9124

R. M. Miller Seed and Popcorn Plant
Dealers in
GRAIN and QUALITY FIELD SEEDS
We Specialize in Seed Cleaning
East Main Street at Railroad
Phone 876
P. 0. Box 527

PARKER MOTORS
NASH SALES and SERVICE
24-HOUR WRECKER SERVICE
Day 373 ---- PHONES — Igite 565-J

MASON'S GROCERY
GROCERIES _ VEGETABLES — MEATS
GAS and OIL
FISHING TACKLE — MINNOWS
520 South Fourth
Phone 760

THE BUS STATION CAFE
NOW UNDER NEW ownasHip
YOUR PATRONAGE WILL BE APPRECIATED
DANNY SEXTON
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